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Featured Application: The goal of the paper is to direct the discussion about the spread of infectious
diseases such as COVID-19, and the evolution of herd immunity to an immunity enhancement
mechanism by multiple virus impacts using a simple kinetic model.

Abstract: For achieving herd immunity, the proportion of individuals who are immunized, and the
proportion of susceptible individuals are normally regarded as the key factors. Here, it is discussed
that the immunity is not a yes/no decision in all cases, but a limited (relative) immunity should be
kept in mind. This effect would cause a dependence of infection from the level of immunity and the
strength of single-infection impact events (virus load). As a result, a stepwise enhancement of low-level
immunity could be achieved in case of infection contacts at low concentrations of infectious particles.
This behavior is probably important for airborne infection paths. Therefore, it might play a role in the
case of the recent SARS (new coronavirus) pandemic and could have a strong effect on herd immunity.

Keywords: herd immunity; air born infection paths; corona pandemic; infection susceptibility; individual
response; multi-step immunization

1. Introduction

The discussion of herd immunity plays a very important role in the decisions of the management
of the recent SARS COVID-19 pandemic [1]. On the one hand, there is a strong hope that herd immunity
can help to protect the majority of the world population in the near future, on the other hand, there is
the danger of millions of victims in case of a further uncontrolled spread of the disease.

Population models for herd immunization are based, mainly, on the concept of a clear presence
or absence of immunity (yes/no decision). This concept is very important and describes the effect of
immunization after surviving the disease or after a successful vaccination [2,3]. Model simulations
have been also applied in order to predict the evolution of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic [4].

To calculate the spread of infectious diseases, population dynamics models are applied usually [5].
However, in contrast to the assumed yes/no decisions in the individual immune response, it has to be
taken into account that a reduced response of individual immune systems could also occur in case of a
low-level impact of infecting objects such as viruses [6]. The meaning behind the term “low-level impact”
is the assumption that not only the strength of antibody production can vary in case of a massive infection,
but there might also be a production of a lower number of antibodies or of less specific antibodies in case of
an exposition against a lower concentration of antigens. Quantitative effects seem to play a crucial role in
the development and reliability of immunity. Such an effect was recognized in the case of a vaccine-induced
enhancement of viral infections during the development of an HIV vaccine, for example [7]. Additionally,
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the influence of the route of vaccination on the success of immunization as it was recently described for
smallpox speaks for quantitative effects [8].

The individual response to viruses is important for the formation of herd immunity, but herd
immunity is a complex principle. In the case of influenza, a mix between social distancing, vaccination
of children [9], and pre-existing antibodies from vaccinations or earlier infections in older people can
contribute to herd immunity [10]. An earlier study on HIV vaccines speaks for the possibility that herd
immunity can be achieved even in the case of imperfect vaccines [11].

Some simple simulations will be presented which illustrate the effect of a step-wise low-level
increase of immunity of an individual. The approach is related to the possible response on the level of
individuals but will be discussed in their consequences for the spreading of infection in a population
and for supporting the development of herd immunity as well.

2. Concept of Low-Level Multi-Step Immunization

The basic idea behind low-level multi-step immunization is that not only a massive impact of viruses
but also a low-level impact causes a certain response of an individual’s immune system. It might be that
this immune response has a higher or lower specificity against the impacting viruses, but this aspect
will not be discussed in detail. Here, it is only assumed that in the case of each infection, a competition
between the multiplication of viruses and stimulation of the immune system by the production of
antibodies, for example, takes place. This can be illustrated by a simple competition model:

The increase of virus concentration v in a certain time interval is described by a virus growth rate
k, a rate of antibody-dependent virus decay r and a generalized antibody concentration a:

v(t) = v(0) + k*v(0)*[1 − v(0)/v(max)] − r*v(0)*a(0) (1)

The development of antibody concentration is described by:

a(t) = a(0) + sqrt{s*v(0)*[1 − s*a(0)/a(max)]} − r*v(0)*a(0) (2)

This iterative formulation can be regarded as a simple system of two coupled differential equations:

dv/dt = k*v(0)*[1 − v(0)/v(max)] − r*v(0)*a(0) (3)

da/dt = sqrt{s*v(0)*[1 − s*a(0)/a(max)]} − r*v(0)*a(0) (4)

For
v(max) > v(t) and a(max) > a(t) (5)

For simulation, the iterative model of Equations (1) and (2) was used with the application of
arbitrarily chosen parameters k, r, s, v(max), and a(max) and a time step dt = 1.

3. Illustration of Competition between Infection and Immune Response

The competition between the multiplication of the virus and the stimulation of the immune response
can be simulated using the formulated simple model above. For the demonstration, the following
parameter set is applied:

k = 0.1
r = 0.03
s = 0.01
v(max) = 100
a(max) = 10
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The numbers are related to each single time step in the simulation. The obtained “concentrations of
viruses and antibodies” are arbitrary units. The results are shown without any scaling to real concentrations
(numbers, numbers per volumes, log (numbers), and real time scales (hours, days).

The study presented here is based on two assumptions: It is assumed that the velocity of initial
antibody production may depend on the strength of antigen exposure (viral dose). And it is assumed
that immunity can drift from a safe immune state into a sensitive state by lowering of the antibody
concentration. Vice versa, it is taken into account that the manifestation of infection can be dependent
on the virus load and the virus doses in case of multiple exposure situations.

It is clear that a certain level of antibodies can mean protection over decades or an entire life.
On the other hand, it should be considered that immunity can be lost over time in some cases.

For the consequences of the impact of a virus, the virus concentration, and the strength of the
individual immune system are important. A moderate impact of viruses results in the dominance of
the stimulation effect of the immune system (Figure 1a). The virus concentration is then lowered and
the infection is suppressed. In the case of a higher virus impact, the immune system is not able to
compensate for the attack and the infection propagates (Figure 1b). These different kinetic responses
could reflect the difference between the exposition by a few small aerosol droplets containing viruses
on the one hand and stronger impact by massive virus-loaded aerosols on the other.

In a critical range of ratios between immune competence and virus impact, transient states
could be expected. For a certain time, the order of magnitude of virus and antibody concentration is
only slightly changed. But after the transition period, either the immune system (Figure 2a) or the
infection (Figure 2b) wins the game. The duration of the transient period is very sensitive against
small differences in the ratio between viruses and antibodies. This effect could be responsible for
larger differences in the incubation time as it was sometimes observed for infections caused by the
new coronavirus.

The scenario of Figure 2 was obtained by the assumption of a certain concentration of antibodies that
could bind to the infecting viruses. These antibodies can either be residual of an earlier specific immune
response with a low remaining concentration of antibodies, or it can be regarded as a less specific immune
response which was formerly induced by exposure to a related class of viruses. The initial decrease in the
antibody concentration can be interpreted by a quick consumption of antibodies from reactions between
antibodies and viruses. The later increase of antibodies is caused by the stimulating effect of the virus
exposure on antibody production. The simple model presented here does not distinguish between a
higher concentration of antibodies with lower specificity and a lower concentration of antibodies with
higher specificity.

The immune system is overstressed in the case of a larger virus impact (Figure 3a). However,
moderate stimulation of the immune system in an earlier phase could help to enhance the threshold for the
outbreak of the disease (Figure 3b). This effect is very important for herd immunity. Individuals become
more robust against viruses if their immune system is stimulated to a certain extent by smaller doses of
the virus. If the number of such individuals in a population increases, the number of new infections
decreases, and the risk of massive impacts by aerosols from ill individuals decrease. The improvement
of immune response for avoiding the outbreak of disease depends on the effect of the second virus
impact. If the impact is moderate, the immune system will win (Figure 4a). If the second virus impact is
too strong, then even a previously stimulated immune system is overstressed and the disease goes on
(Figure 4b).
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Figure 1. Competition between immune system and virus after impact: (a) suppression of infection 
after moderate virus impact, (b) outbreak of disease after a stronger impact by viruses. 

Figure 1. Competition between immune system and virus after impact: (a) suppression of infection
after moderate virus impact, (b) outbreak of disease after a stronger impact by viruses.
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Figure 2. Transient behavior in the competition between virus and immune system in a critical range 
of start ratio of viruses and antibodies (concentration axis as log scale): (a) the transient phase results 
in a suppression of infection; start conditions: v(0)/a(0) = 20/9; (b) The infection propagates after the 
transient phase; start conditions: v(0)/a(0) = 20/8. 

The immune system is overstressed in the case of a larger virus impact (Figure 3a). However, 
moderate stimulation of the immune system in an earlier phase could help to enhance the threshold 
for the outbreak of the disease (Figure 3b). This effect is very important for herd immunity.
Individuals become more robust against viruses if their immune system is stimulated to a certain 
extent by smaller doses of the virus. If the number of such individuals in a population increases, the 
number of new infections decreases, and the risk of massive impacts by aerosols from ill individuals 
decrease. The improvement of immune response for avoiding the outbreak of disease depends on the

Figure 2. Transient behavior in the competition between virus and immune system in a critical range
of start ratio of viruses and antibodies (concentration axis as log scale): (a) the transient phase results
in a suppression of infection; start conditions: v(0)/a(0) = 20/9; (b) The infection propagates after the
transient phase; start conditions: v(0)/a(0) = 20/8.
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by the first impact, (b) after enhancement of immune-reaction after the first impact.
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Besides strength, the timing of the second virus impact is important for the efficiency of the first 
antigen stimulation for enhancement of immune response. If the second impact comes too early, an 
additive effect takes place resulting in dominance of the infection over the immune system (Figure 
5a). An impact of the same strength occurring a little later can be compensated by the immune system 
when it is regenerated after the first impact and the stimulation effect contributes to the immune 
robustness (Figure 5b). An analog effect can also happen if the immune response was stimulated by 
two or more moderate virus impacts. The infection wins in case of a small duration between second 
and third impact (Figure 6a), but is suppressed in case of a little longer relaxation time between both 
of the last impacts (Figure 6b). 

Figure 4. Effect of the strength of second virus impact after induced enhancement of immunization
by a first moderate impact: (a) suppression of infection after lower second virus impact, (b) ongoing
disease after higher second virus impact.

Besides strength, the timing of the second virus impact is important for the efficiency of the first
antigen stimulation for enhancement of immune response. If the second impact comes too early, an additive
effect takes place resulting in dominance of the infection over the immune system (Figure 5a). An impact of
the same strength occurring a little later can be compensated by the immune system when it is regenerated
after the first impact and the stimulation effect contributes to the immune robustness (Figure 5b). An analog
effect can also happen if the immune response was stimulated by two or more moderate virus impacts.
The infection wins in case of a small duration between second and third impact (Figure 6a), but is
suppressed in case of a little longer relaxation time between both of the last impacts (Figure 6b).
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Figure 5. Role of the duration between first moderate virus impact and second impact: (a) outbreak
of disease after a short time span between both impacts, (b) suppression of infection after a longer
duration between both virus impacts.

With increasing virus infections in a population, there is a rising risk of infection by an increasing
number of impact events for each individual. Careful behavior can help to lower the massiveness of an
impact, but it might be difficult to reduce the number of impact events after a certain duration of an
epidemic. In this situation, the immune system can successfully respond to a series of impact events if
the starting conditions of the immune system are suited (Figure 7a). The situation is completely changed
if the starting performance is low. Even a small reduction in the immune situation at the beginning
can lead to an outbreak of the disease (Figure 7b). This proposed mechanism is a strong argument for
managing a slow increase in the number of infected people in a population and for the reduction of the
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massiveness of single-impact events if repeated contacts with infected people cannot be excluded. On the
other hand, this effect of moderate multi-event exposures speaks for an acceleration of herd immunity in
a developed phase of an epidemic process if the massiveness of impacts can be controlled.
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Figure 6. Role of the duration between a second and a third virus impact in case of a two-step immunization
on immune response: (a) outbreak of disease after a short time span; (b) suppression of infection after a
longer duration between last virus impacts.
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The simulations also suggest that a series of small impacts could be helpful for single 
individuals. The immune system can fail in case of a massive second impact even in the case of a 
relatively strong first impact (Figure 8a). In addition, such a strong first impact includes the risk of a 
direct harmful infection by the first event. In contrast, the chosen parameter set for the simulation 
illustrates the possibility that a series of small impacts which are low enough for avoiding the risk of 

Figure 7. Multi-event stimulation of the immune system and sensitivity on start situation: (a) successful
stimulation in case of a sufficient starting performance, (b) failing of the immune system after a series
of moderate impact events (same impact strengths and times as in (a)) in case of a slightly lowered
starting performance of the immune system.

The simulations also suggest that a series of small impacts could be helpful for single individuals.
The immune system can fail in case of a massive second impact even in the case of a relatively strong
first impact (Figure 8a). In addition, such a strong first impact includes the risk of a direct harmful
infection by the first event. In contrast, the chosen parameter set for the simulation illustrates the
possibility that a series of small impacts which are low enough for avoiding the risk of a direct infection
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could improve the immune response significantly (Figure 8b). The idea is that immunity is “pumped
up” by a lot of small impacts. This situation could be typical for an infection path with dried viruses or
virus aggregates after partial or complete drying of aerosol droplets, resulting in small particles of
very low sedimentation rate in the air. This situation might become important for higher numbers of
infected persons and for the spreading of viruses in larger rooms such as lecture halls, railway stations,
and shopping markets.
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Figure 8. Effect of a series of low-level multi-impact events for improvement of immune response:
(a) outbreak of disease after a strong stimulation at the beginning, (b) suppression of the infection after
a series of small impact events.
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4. Conclusions

The simple simulation results presented above are based on the assumption of the presence of a gradual
immune protection and the possibility of gradual immune response. It is related to individual differences
in the robustness and susceptibility of the immune system against stimulation. These assumptions supply
illustrations for several effects which take place during the spreading of an epidemic. The described
situations could support a better understanding of the role of multi-impact events. Such scenarios
could be particularly important for risk management of medical staff in frequent contact with infected
persons and in case of viruses which are mainly spread by air. Despite the qualitative character of the
presented model, it gives arguments for estimating the strong importance of individual behavior for
the spreading of an epidemic and for achieving herd immunity.
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